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Muhammad  
 
A cloud of dust settles over the mourning streets, as the sound of death crawls into every crevice of the city. Something new 
happens every day; rarely it’s good — for us anyway. I woke up to find out the IDF  had bombed more schools and hospitals 
during my sleep, and seeing people charge up and down the streets in distress and agonising cries penetrating my ears of 
mothers rocking back and forth with lifeless bodies in their arms, I found myself wondering how Hamas would respond this 
time. Despite the panic, the scene has become far too ordinary for it to elicit any form of sadness, and instead, I find myself 
reminiscing in the old days; the days when my eyes would burn in pain as my small child’s feet stumbled over the cobbled 
street trying to escape the blinding teargas. But to my young mind, the city was an endless maze as I tried to find my way out 
of the thick, white smoke. Neither was it a good idea to play around outside, since IDF  soldiers on patrol treated the kids like 1

members of the Hamas , showing no remorse as they snatched the toys right from the hands and laughed at their tears. 2

I reached my destination — the Gaza city centre. Considering what was raging on the outside, the building looked 
surprisingly peaceful from where I was standing on the sidewalk. With the sweat running down my back, I entered the grand 
doors of the mall, and the chilled air washed over me. Even on the inside, the stark contrast between the outside -world and 
…?, felt eerie, as the few people still not having opened their shops settled in. Approaching my own small pharmacy, where 
the white fluorescent lights were already beaming up the stocked shelves, I scanned the room: smelled the same, looked the 
same — nothing had changed since I clocked out the night before. The clock strikes 9 a.m, and I stand behind my counter 
waiting for the customers to start rolling in, and I find myself wondering how the night’s event will affect business. But just as 
I do, a feeling manifests in my body; guilt was flowing through my vein as my thoughts wander to the poor souls trapped in 
the destruction left by the IDF yet, here I am thinking such selfish thoughts. I always had wanted to join the resistance, 
always had wanted to make a difference but, knowing my dad would want me to be far away from the incident(as I am still 
only a child in his eyes) I learnt to take my distance. So instead of fighting for our land, I stood behind the counter day in and 
day out; selling paracetamol and band-aids to Israelites. While it was a well-paying job, and it would be considered a 
respectable one in many eyes (my dad included, since it kept me off the dangerous streets), it was hard to escape the judging 
eyes from both sides. My cousin, an active member of Hamas, always teased me for being a traitor — “healing the enemy,” he 
always added after I mentioned my line of work. “Why do I even bother when this guy always helps them back on their feet 
again?” He’d say it with a taunting smirk on his lips and charm playing around his eyes but, deep down I could always tell he 
meant what he said; that part of him was ashamed I worked against him and not with him - with our people. And the Israelites 
were all the same, except their spite was all but subtle. Walking into the store and seeing my name tag, it didn’t take them 
long before some of them started whispering within their company; throwing nasty glances over the shelves with their 
wicked eyes. Rather than averting my gaze, however, I stare right back at them with a proud smile, just like my mother taught 
me.  
 
Melinda  
 
“Down and to the left,” I ask the stranger for reassurance, he nods in response, and I am quick on my way. I run past shoppers 
who didn't seem bothered and almost unaware of the chaos reigning just a few blocks away. I almost want to stop in my 
hurry. Just for a minute, stop time to scream, to yell, throw a tantrum in the mall where everyone seems so privileged and 
carefree to not know a single soul suffering out in the arid warmth. But I am well aware time would never stop for me, not 
even when concerning a good cause. Instead, I sanction callous eyes to anyone who dares lay an eye on me in this resort for 
people avoiding reality. Bursting into the store, I realise I have no idea of what I am truly searching for. I look around 
frantically, running up and down the aisles to find anything one can use to stop bleeding, cover open wounds, ease the pain. 

1  IDF(Israel Defence Forces), created on the 26th of May 1948, is the Israeli military. The IDF has been in many wars with the Arabic 
countries surrounding the nation and is still at war with Palestine  
( which has been going on for over 50 years). IDF on occasions has attacked UN schools and British magazine, The Guardian (US 
‘appalled’ by ‘disgraceful’ Israeli shelling of Gaza UN school, 08-03-14) reports The United States are “appalled” by the “disgraceful 
shelling outside an UNRWA school” resulting the the casualty of at least 10 Palestinians.  responded on the matter was “appalled” by 
this “disgraceful”act  (theguardian, year, author)  shelling of gaza school. However the USA still aids Israel and gives it 3 billion dollars 
per year in funds. IDF has also  have a history of arresting children who are protesting by throwing stones at IDF soldiers. They have 
built many settlements (which block in Palestine territory and blocking palestines people from going to certain religious areas 
(Jerusalem). In response to all of these actions the the palestines fought back which lead to the creation of Hamas. 
 
2 Hamas is a group of palestinian freedom fighters( however the USA and Israel refer to them as terrorists). Hamas was created in 
1987. Hamas has launched attacks against israeli soldiers and citizens they are armed with weapons and have created home made 
missiles. They are the biggest threat to the IDF and are supported by neighbouring nations such as Iran. 
 
  



In desperation, I search for the eyes of the man sitting behind the till, hoping he will notice my need for guidance but, to no 
avail as, my confusion goes unnoticed. All I receive in return is a foolish grin, and anew, the blood comes to a boil in my veins 
as I roll my eyes. I march up to him, my steps firm and determined. To a point, even a bit exaggerated wanting to show him my 
dissatisfaction with his service. As I near the register, he greets me with a simple: “Assalamu alaikum ! Find everything you’re 3

looking for?”  
 
Muhammad 
 
“No,” She starts. “I did not, clearly”.  Her hands flew up in the air to show her empty hands. Oh an attitude, I thought to myself 
before I continued: “Well what you looking for?”. “I don’t know if you have any idea of what’s going on outside but, the roof of 
an orphanage just collapsed,” she snaps back, definitely not trying to hide the irritation laying dense at the back of her throat. 
Did she too blame me for not being out there to help, I ask myself as I walk around to the end of the aisles start grabbing of 
items and putting them in the cart.” We walk in silence and in the corner of my eye, I can see how she’s patiently trailing my 
every step. I pick up a few boxes of gauze pads as I give her a quick glance. Knowing to judge is the last thing I should do, I 
couldn’t help but think how she didn’t look like a Muslim. The white top she wore was too tight and cut too low. Out of sheer 
curiosity, I found myself asking if she was Palestinian. The inquiry made her brows come to a furrow before she replied with a 
simple “no,” as she glanced down to her chest. “I’m Israeli. Why? This a store for only Muslims or what?”  
 
Melinda  
 
He looked so shocked when I told him, but the expression quickly changed as apologies trickled from his lips. “No, no!” he 
clarified. “It’s not that! It’s just not often you see an Israeli woman helping Palestinians.” He finished his apology and gave me 
all the supplies in the basket. It was so heavy my arms felt as if they were falling off. “ How much,” I asked. “It’s free,” he 
replied, and I turned around and rushed out the same way I came in. Before I could even begin to think about a ‘thanks’, my 
mind flew away to the children crying and screaming outside. But thinking about them, I also feared the day my parents find 
out about how I spend my days.; not in school - as they thought - but helping the Palestinians, they loathed. They don't see 
the suffering and don't feel anything. I didn't know that's possible, but I am not my parents, and I won't just sit down and 
watch people suffer.  
 
Muhammad  
 
So far it had been a long day. I felt nothing but guilt. I shouldn't be sitting here doing nothing, I thought to myself. But what 
could I do? I could give supplies, but that would surely get me fired. My family need my support, but people's lives were at 
stake. I'm not the primary source of income back at home, so surely it doesn’t matter if I lose my job. Besides, some people 
are poorer than us. I thought about the Israeli woman and how she was trying to help us. Even though we weren't her people, 
but she still decided to help. I looked around the mall and watched the shoppers. Some families were laughing obnoxiously - 
so happy, so oblivious to what's going on outside. Deep down, I envied them. Other families tried to pull off a smile but, I 
could see what was happening outside was fazing them. Some looked as if they didn’t care about it at all. And I merely stood 
there, wondering what to do. I then remembered the screams, the children, the blood and that hit my emotions. 
 
Finally, I realised that there are more important things in life than money. I grabbed everything I could hold onto, even 
though I didn't know what to get. I remembered the Israeli women what she wanted. I quickly shoved everything in a bag, but 
my speed halted when I realised the bag was practically full why I could barely lift it. I had to remove a couple of things, 
decided it would be best to come back for it all later. After finally being able to lift the bag the door shoots open a customer 
rushes into the store. It was a small, scruffy boy and judging by the rips in his shirt and the smudges of ash that covered parts 
of his face, I knew exactly why he was here. He stared at me in confusion, looked around at the mess in my store wondering 
what on earth had hit the place. Out of breath, he asks frantically“Can I have some bandages please,”. “Sure take whatever 
you need, it's free!” My response delighted him from the looks of it. He quickly grabbed everything he needed and thanked 
me under his breath, sounding as if he was about to break down crying. I didn't want to know what he had been gone 
through. Besides that, I felt good about what I was doing. As though I was actually making a difference. Weird, I thought to 
myself - never having felt like I was making a difference before. After the boy rushed off, I closed the shop door and ran, not 
caring what this would happen to my job, I just knew I had to help those in need.  
 
I rushed outside the mall, and I looked around. A few blocks away, large smoke clouds rose to the sky. The heat was intense. I 
hurried my steps in the direction, and with every step closer, my fear grew as the sound of pain and suffering echoed through 

3 Arabic greeting meaning “peace be upon you”. It is used widely among Muslims throughout the world.  
 



the street. Getting to the sight - a street where kids used to run around playing football in the middle of the road - large 
chunks of debris from the tall buildings laid scattered over the pavement. People were scurrying in trying to find survivors. 
So many people in agony on a day like this death sings with joy.  
 
   
Within the sickness I caught sight of the little boy giving out bandages to other people guess he had the same idea as me. I 
was shocked by his bravery, it helped motivate me. I dashed around handing people supplies, but before I knew it, I had one 
packet left. So many people needed this one packet. Suddenly pressure started building up on me as more people started 
asking me for it. Now, who needs this the most, I thought. I handed it to a family of four. “Why is nobody helping us,”  their son 
cried out. ”They did, but they failed” the older son replied (most likely talking about the Six-Day Arab war ). His eyes were 4

filled with rage. I already started running back to the pharmacy. ”Sir” yelled the scruffy boy I met at the store, “Can I get more 
supplies from your store please,” he said before I could reply. “Yes, we will both go together that way we can carry mo-". “No, 
I'll go with him you try and help the others that digging. They are looking for survivors, and they need more manpower” a girl 
interrupted. I recognised that voice. “ Good Idea, by the way, the names Muhammad,” I said. “Melinda” she replied, “Ahmed” 
the scruffy stated smiling at us. It was a sweet little moment left like we were school kids working together on an assignment. 
Sadly that was not the case. We decided it would be best not to stand and waste our time getting to know each other. I 
handed them my bag and headed towards what was left of the flat not wanting to waste any more time.  
 
I sprinted towards the mountain of bricks that used to be a flat. When I reached my destination, I watched people trying to 
lift up piles of bricks trying to find any survivors that were trapped. It was such chaos people shouting back and forth 
concentrating was difficult. I had no idea what to do, where to start and everyone around me bellowing was not helping. 
Without thinking, I buried my hands deep into the turmoil throwing everything out of my way. I slowly started losing faith 
cause the piles of broken bricks were digging away my hands. So far my hands just found gashes they were getting destroyed 
they could dig no more. It was getting pointless I barely had made any progress from the looks of it. I decided to try and find a 
different way in. In all honesty, it was just to give my hands a little break. Talked to a few people around me that were digging 
asked if they found anything, but no one had. Nothing worked if we were gonna get through this ruble will need more than 
just hands. I saw many others lose faith. It was heartbreaking to watch them walk away, but I understood the pain their hands 
had received. After my hands started feeling a bit better, I decided I should go back to digging. 
 
While I was looking for another pile bricks to sink my hands into, I saw a woman sitting nearby on the pavement ignoring 
everything that was going on around her. Staring at the bloody little boy she had wrapped around in her arms, she stood 
there empty as if her world just crumbled into ashes. From the looks of it, the boy had passed most likely he was her son. She 
wasn't sobbing guess there were no tears left. Seen this many times before sadly. “Not easy losing a child, Inna lillahi wa inna 
ilayhi raji'oon ” a rough voice spoke behind me “Inna lillahi wa inna ilayhi raji'oon” I repeated. I looked away and was 5

prepared to carry on digging.  
 
Melinda  
 
The hospitals were overrun, the ones that didn't blow up into several pieces that is. It would be impossible to get through the 
crowd to get supplies if any are left that is. Thankfully we didn't need it.  Ahmed was a lot faster than me speeding ahead. His 
clothes were shredded to the point where he was almost half naked he looked terrible. He didn’t care though all he cared 
about was helping others. ”Ahmed who do you live with,” I asked. “My parents” he replied quickly. I decided not to ask him 
too many questions didn't seem like he wanted to be having a conversation. We didn't talk at all after that, but when death is 
all around you, there is not much that comes to mind to talk about. We finally reached the pharmacy. It was in shambles 
someone must have arrived earlier to get supplies. That's what happens when you leave the door unlocked.  Ahmed didn't 
give a care in the world; he just started grabbing everything his tiny hands could carry.  After we had enough supplies, we 
didn't bother wasting time and bolted. 
 
Outside things were slowly getting better; there was a lot less screaming and crying; however, everything was still a mess. I 
looked around wondering where Muhammad was probably still at the flat. Hopefully, he and the group of people made 
progress. Ahamed ran around like he does give people supplies while the hospital was still trying to recover. People were 

4 The Six Day Arab war was a war between Israel and its neighbours Egypt,Syria,Jordan and Iraq.The Arab neighbours did not accept 
Israel as a state and had little clashes. However the main cause of the war was when Egypt cut of Israel vessels from the Straits.It was 
fought between 5-10 June 1967. The Arab forces outnumbered the Israeli forces however the Egyptians were caught of guard when 
Israel launched what it calls primitive airstrikes. Jordan entered in with a defense pact with Egypt, Jordan would not take a offensive 
role instead they will defend and stop Israelis from invading. This nearly destroyed the whole Egyption air force. Egypt and Jordan 
agreed to a ceasefire on 8th June and Syria agreed on 9th of June.  
5  Inna lillahi wa inna ilayhi raji'oon is a part of a verse in the Quran which translates "We belong to God and to him we shall return."  



starting to clean up the mess that the IDF left behind. We gave out most of the supplies, but Ahmed was getting tired and 
hungry. I gave him money to go fill his stomach. After a while of handing out supplies and running out, I decided to call it a 
day. 
 
Mum was probably wondering where on earth I was. If I said oh you know helping people who are bleeding to death, she 
would probably behead me, and I don't even wanna imagine what dad would do. I decided to find Muhammad before I left at 
least say thank you for everything he had done. Probably didn't make a very good first good impression I thought to myself, 
oh well couldn't have been that bad. Probably thinks I have an attitude problem or maybe not. I hope not. I found him sitting 
down all drained “So did you manage to get in” I asked,  “I wish” he replied, looking down at his hands which looked as if it had 
been in a jar of needles felt guilt crawling all over me.”Sorry” a whisper came out of me. I prayed he didn't hear that “for” he 
responded in confusion. I didn't know what to say, didn't plan my apology to go like this at all or happen this quick.”The way I 
uhm acted you know at the store being impatient and all and for your hand yeah” I said “it’s fine” he sniggered. He found it 
hilariously while I felt very embarrassed about the whole situation “and ugh thanks for giving the supplies” I said trying to 
pull a decent smile but failing, he laughed, why did he laugh? What was there to laugh about.  
 
 
Muhammad 
 
Felt great, finally felt like I did something right, I helped people out even if I failed to get into flat, I was pleased with myself 
for trying to do everything I possibly could. See Melinda struggling to say sorry was funny guess she doesn't do it often. I felt 
like teasing her, but I could tell she was embarrassed so decided not to. ”I need to being head off I'll see you around,” Melinda 
said urgently, “Bye” I replied. I watched her disappear in the distance then I wondered where Ahmed went. My mind was 
puzzled on what to do next. Should I stay and help? Or should I go home? 
My hands were in pain no point in making them worse I thought so I decided it would be best to walk home. My vision was 
blurring, and I was boiling. I hadn't eaten in forever didn't even consider it, well I was gonna pay the price for it now. My belly 
felt as if it was crumbling. I had no money on me. I tried walking faster, but eventually, my feet started to power done. The 
blue sky was now obscured thankfully I was near home everyone should be home. I hope. I no longer cared about helping out. 
I started to not care about anything food had taken over my mind. It was all I could think about. I could see a square concrete 
block not too far away. Finally, I made it home the windows were covered with a metal fence which had really tiny holes that 
way flies won't get in when the windows are open.  
 
Sadly we had no fans, so the best way to cool me was to drink cold water. I walked up to the metal door knocked a few times. 
“What happened did you get attacked”, my mum bellowed when she saw the state of me. “No,” I mumbled. Almost dropping 
dead, mum assisted me to our old sofa which somehow is still holding up. I could hear my parents talking. They were having a 
long conversation, and I couldn't understand anything my mind just didn't know how to work. 
 
Melinda 
 
That's a sweet fragrance quickly grab you bought a few things to show mum the shopping I had done all day. I took a glimpse 
in the mirror, and I caught sight of the mess I was. Quickly swiped the dust of me went to the toilets washed my face up. 
Making sure nothing made me look like I had been rushing around aiding people grasping for life. I had a bit of blood on my 
sleeve best I could do was fold it up checked back at the mirror looked ordinary enough. I grabbed my belongings that I most 
likely would never use and headed home. Everything was slowly getting eerier didn't like being out this late so started 
walking faster. I thought a lot about Muhammad how he came back and helped. I forgot to question him on what made him 
come out and help the others. Oh well, not a big deal I thought. Hopefully, Ahmed got his stomach filled. Muhammad should 
have given him more food than he needed. Judging by first impressions, he would probably give the extra to someone else. 
Both of them had such kind hearts hopefully today wasn't the last day we met. It would be nice to learn more about them, 
their families what they think about life in general. 
 
There it was my house’s front door I had indifferent feelings about being home a part of me was glad to be able to relax, but 
another just didn't want to go in there hearing my parents laugh at the suffering of the Plastines. I opened the wooden door 
and walked in “How was your day, you went for forever missed the little party we had” mum said giggling, “that's great I am 
exhausted so I am just gonna sleep night” I replied “ok..ugh goodnight” my mum said in confusion. I took a quick look of the 
living room, and I saw large amounts of food on our wooden table. The carpet had tons of crumbs. I definitely ain't hovering 
that or cleaning any of the mess. Thank god my mum didn't say anything else walked up the stairs dropped everything in my 
room. I would stare out the window, but I had little to no energy and decided it would be best to lay down and just let me pass 
out.  
 



Muhammad  
 
I woke up to find a small run down table beside the sofa with a glass of milk and rice I thought we threw that out guess not. 
“oh thank god your awake” mum said her face filled with sadness “I’m fine I just want to help the people trapped in flats and 
gave out a few supplies” I whispered, I got up and started devouring the rice on lucky days we would be able to eat meat, but 
those are rare “ what about your job” she asked, I shook my head I didn't really wanna overthink about work my brain wasn't 
ready to handle that. I didn't even lock the shop up. After I had the food “you did great” my dad said smiling seeing him like 
that made me relaxed knowing that he was proud of my actions. ”We all suffered a lot today thankfully we had it a lot easier 
than others out there let's be grateful for that and help those who need help” my dad stated. “Yeah I think Muhammad has 
done more than enough especially for today let him rest” my mum shot back with a cold stare “I know I’m just saying” my dad 

replied, the situation made me giggle even in times like this it’s nice to have a little bit of humour I thought to myself.   
 

Muhammed Adeel 


